PALMIERI

With you every
step of the way

You want a furniture company that is
always there for you

The lives of those you feel responsibility for change constantly.
It could be children entering kindergarten. High school students
preparing for college and university. Graduates entering the corporate world.
In every situation, the physical environments they grow and learn in continually
change. Just as they themselves change.
At Palmieri, we’re an innovating, expanding company in an evolving industry.
We are a furniture company, but we’re about more than desks and tables and
chairs and shelves. We’re about people learning. Sharing. Laughing. Studying.
Collaborating...
We are Palmieri. And we’re with you every step of the way.
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PALMIERI

Building on a strong foundation
College & Universities

Palmieri is built on values of genuine commitment and honesty.
Values that embrace quality, craftsmanship and innovation.
From the company’s modest origins in Italy over a half-century ago
to the modern, international business it is today, Palmieri has grown
and evolved over the decades, but our values remain steadfast and true.

Four pillars of strength
While fulfilling the needs of our four distinct furniture markets:
K-12, Library, College/University, and Corporate - we never
forget that, first and foremost, we’re meeting people’s needs. Your
needs... and the needs of those you serve.

Library

Corporate

K-12
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K-12: the formative years
Young minds need furniture
that stimulates learning.
We’re all products of our environment.
And so it’s fitting we make products - modular tables, workstations,
collaborative furniture, configurable tables - that ensure the
environments for growing minds are the best they can be.
Whether those young minds are entering Kindergarten or leaving
Grade 12, we believe their learning environments should be
positive and stimulating. Creative and comfortable. Pragmatic and
inspired.

Palmieri Kreations®

Molecule

Bloom & Durecon Wood
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Modern libraries for
seekers of knowledge
Libraries are vital places to
stay connected.
Libraries are essential to our communities.
Essential to people of all ages, from all walks of life, who use
libraries for activities as diverse as completing a school project or
starting a job search in a new career. Finding a reference book for
home renovations or signing out the latest bestseller.
Libraries mean so much to many different people. And our role is
to provide you with a wide range of furniture options to help make
your library an ideal environment. We have the experience that will
let you achieve your vision.

Lagoon

Shore

Canopy Top & Fusion
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Making colleges and
universities smarter than ever
Post-secondary success depends
on well-designed spaces.
Academic environments continue to evolve with the times.
Colleges and universities are becoming much more collaborative,
yet still must offer areas for quiet, focused work. Technology informs
these spaces, whether through ample power for devices, or rooms
offering projection systems and conference tables to practice
presentations.
Recognizing that technology will continue to change, design
flexibility - including modular and configurable furniture - is central
to both short and long-term success. Educational environments
reflect a brave new world. And we’re excited to be part of it.

Pond

Pods by Dre, P almieri Social Media® & Bloom

Flex
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Corporate environments
that help business grow
Business productivity goes
hand in hand with efficient,
comfortable workspaces.
Our capabilities in corporate furniture come quite
naturally to us.
We’ve already been providing what’s needed for success in
learning environments. The corporate world is the next step for
those whose needs we serve.
As people - and the businesses they’re in - continue to grow, we’re
right there along with them. Offering furniture products that
encourage work collaboration. Individual focus. And sharing of
success.

Ongo®

Palmieri Social Media®

Navigate
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Making contact

If you would like to discuss your requirements, and are
interested in learning more about what we have to offer,
please contact us.
We take our commitments and responsibilities seriously.
Because we know you do too.
We look forward to talking to you. And meeting you.
And moving forward with you - every step of the way.

While today’s Palmieri employs contemporary
technologies throughout the design and
fabrications process, premium-quality materials
and dedicated handcraftsmanship form the
backbone of every piece we create.

Two generations of Palmieris - from left to right:
Rocky, Rocco Sr., Vito and Frank - are forging
ahead with an innovative new
company based on 50 years of tradition.
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Palmieri Furniture Ltd.
1230 Reid Street			
Richmond Hill			
Ontario Canada L4B 1C4

T: 905 731 9300
F: 905 731 9878
TF: 800 413 4440

E: info@palmierifurniture.com
W: www.palmierifurniture.com

PALMIERI

create. communicate. collaborate.

